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Congratulations Karleigh!
Karleigh has received her
designation as a Certified
Crop Advisor from the
American Society of
Agronomy.
Please join us in congratulating her on
this achievement. She’d love to hear
from you and would be happy to answer
any of your agronomy questions.

Karleigh’s Korner
If you dread manure application season,
you are not alone! Dealing with manure
can be a headache, but a plan always
seems to help! Here are 5 tips to make
manure application easier:

FROM DRIP IRRIGATION TO BIOGAS, LEARN ABOUT THE
MULTIPLE PATHWAYS TO MONETIZE YOUR MANURE
Visit Karleigh at World Ag Expo in Tulare, CA and don’t miss our seminar:
From Waste to Resource: Monetizing manure on the farm to renewable natural gas,
fertilizer sales, and cleaner water
Visit us between
February 8-10, 2022

Farm Credit Dairy Center
(Booth 6729 – 6730)

We will be exhibiting with our distribution partners from
Figure 8 Environmental

LWR’S PLANT SYSTEM HAS BEEN AWARDED THE SOLAR IMPULSE
EFFICIENT SOLUTION LABEL, A VALIDATION OF HIGH STANDARDS
IN PROFITABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
The label boosts the adoption of profitable solutions to protect the environment.

1. Test your manure to gain insights into
the precise nutrients you are applying.
Test your soil to account for any nutrients
leftover from the previous crop.
2. Use these sample results to calculate
application rates for each field. Need
some assistance? That’s where I come in!
I can help build out your application
rates. (...all you have to do is ask!!)
3. Keep your eye on the weather! This
can help you make informed decisions
around timing by avoiding heavy rain falls
and saturated soils. Also check to see if
your state has a Runoff Risk Advisory
Forecast like this one in MN.
4. Check over your equipment and
calibrate before heading out to the field.
Don’t forget to continue to check your
calibration as you apply.
5. Keep detailed records of your
applications to help make your next
application season even easier!

What are some of your
manure application hacks?

To receive the Solar Impulse Efficient Solution Label, LWR’s PLANT system was thoroughly
assessed by a pool of independent experts over 15 months according to five criteria covering the
three main topics of Feasibility, Environmental and Profitability.
"We are grateful to receive this designation from the Solar Impulse Foundation after an
extensive assessment process” says Karen Schuett, Co-Founder and CEO of Livestock Water
Recycling. “We are proud to help farmers make meaningful, immediate impacts and this label
validates our approach as the sustainable best practice to increase farm profitability,” she adds.
CLICK HERE to read the full press release
LWR has teamed up with Olds College for an
Applied Research Project to answer the age
old question about the Life Cycle of Carbon in
Manure Management. This course is offered
to third-year college students enrolled in the
Bachelor of Applied Science - Agribusiness
Applied Degree program.
Technical Assistance and Grants available for Midwest Dairy Farms and Businesses
The Dairy Business Builder grant program is targeted at small-to-medium size
farmers or processors. Projects should be aimed at diversifying on-farm activity,
creating value-added products, enhancing dairy by-products or export programs.
Awards of up to $50,000 in reimbursable grants will be made. Application opens Feb 1

www.LivestockWaterRecycling.com

Do you want to improve your Internet connection on the farm?
One of our clients recently installed Starlink, engineered by SpaceX, to receive high-speed,
low-latency broadband internet. Here is what he has to say about his experience:
“What a pleasure to be able to load and watch a video without interruption. Hook up seamlessly to
Zoom, Teams or whatever video chat you want. Participate in Webinars without being dropped and
re-enter or having the page freeze up. Download (80-150 mbps) and upload (15-20 mbps) without
waiting and without error. Let’s go Elon!” - Dan DeGroot, Skyridge Farm
has proposed to provide
100% renewable gas to all new homes!
Under a new proposal, every newly
constructed home connecting to the gas
system would automatically receive
100% renewable gas for the lifespan of
the building. The approval of this
proposal would mark a new era in the
evolution of the company’s renewable
energy programs.
FortisBC’s existing voluntary RNG
program (North America’s first!) will
continue to provide customers with the
option to select how much additional
renewable gas they would like to
receive.
“We see the potential for renewable
gases, like RNG, to accelerate the goals
of the government’s CleanBC Roadmap
in an innovative and affordable way by
using an existing system that moves and
stores energy incredibly well.”
- VP of energy supply and resource development,

Do you want to Engage in the Booming Biogas Sector?
Investment into U.S. biogas projects has TRIPLED since 2017! There are currently 317 operational
manure digesters in the US, up from 141 in 2009, according to EPA data. LWR’s novel biogas hub
and spoke model has been hailed as one of the most exciting profit dynamics to happen in
animal agriculture. Whether you’re a livestock farmer, a project developer, an investor, or a
biogas company, call us today to learn how you can engage in this incredible opportunity!

Did you know?
Over 180 million acres of US crop land
is currently being affected by both long
and short term drought.
Restrictions in water usage, the rising
costs of synthetic fertilizer, and the
profit opportunities from credit
markets and the biogas industry is
making manure processing more
important than ever before!

How awesome is this! The largest World Cow
mural in the world was recently painted at
Darigold in Sunnyside, Washington. World Cow’s
mission is to bring the world closer together by
spreading kindness. To break down borders and
unite people, we need to understand our
differences and celebrate them. Why? Because
we’re all spots on the same cow!

Joe Mazza.

Read the full article in the latest edition of:

#ICYMI

Cows for a cause

We’re hiring!!
Come join our team.
Remote positions available

Are you attending
World Ag Expo?
Take our poll!

For questions, comments, or good conversations, I’d love to hear from you!
lisa.fast@livestockwaterrecycling.com

www.LivestockWaterRecycling.com

